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Introduction
Ki ([3J, [4J, [5J) , Chen ([2J) and Yano ([7J, [8J, [9J) have recently
studied infinitesimal variations of submanifolds. On the other hand, Ki and
Okumura have studied infinitesimal variations of generic submanifolds of a
Kaehlerian manifold.
The purpose of this paper is to study infinitesimal variations of generic
submanifolds of the ambient manifold with normal Cf, g, u, v, A)-structure.
In § 1, we compare some properties of generic submanifolds of the ambient
manifold with normal (f, g, u, v, A)-structure. In § 2, we prove the fundamental formulas in the theory of infinitesimal variations, that is, which
carry a generic submanifold into a generic submanifold. In § 3, we study
f-preserving variations and compute the variations of u, v, and A. In § 4,
we find the conditions that the variation vectors are parallel and prove complete hypersurface of an even-dimensional sphere is the product of two spheres
under some conditions.

§ 1. Generic submanifolds' o(a manifold with normal (f, g, U, v, 1)structure
Let M2m be a real 2m-dimensional manifold covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U;.xk}, in which a manifold with a tensor field 1 of
type (1 , 1), a Riemannian metric g, two I-forms u, v and a function A satisfying
f/ft h= -ol+UjUh+Vjvh,

(1.1)

l/ll gts= gji- UjUi- VjVi'
Utf/=AVj, fthut= -Avh,
Utut=vtvt=I-A2, Utvt=O,
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fl' , gji' Ui, Vi and j( being respectively components of f, g, u, V and j( with
respect to a local coordinate system, ub. and v" being defined by Uj= gjiUi
and Vj=gjiVi respectively, where here and in the sequel the indices h, i,j,
... run over the range {I, 2, 3, ... , 2m} , then the structure is called an
(f, g, u, v, A)-structure ([5J, [8J). It is known that such a manifold is evendimensional ([5J). If we put hi f/gti' we can easily see that fji is
skew-symmetric.
We put
Sjih=[!,f]ji h+ (VjUi-l7jUj)u"+ Cl7j Vi-ViVj)Vh,

[!,fJji" denoting the Nijenhuis Tensor formed with fih and Vi the operator
of covariant differentiation with respect to the Christoffel symbols F ji" formed with gji' If Sji" vanishes, then the (1, g, u, v, A)-structure is said to be
normal ([8J).
The following theorem is well known ([8J).
THEOREM A. Let M2m be a manifold with normal Cf, g, u, v, J) -strUl:ture
satisfying VjVi-Vivj=2fji. If the function A(1-j(2) does not vanish almost
everywhere, then we have

Vj!i"=gji(r:{JU,,_V") -O/(r:{JUi-Vi),

(1. 2)

(

V jUi= - ).gji-ifJfji'
~/),=Uj+ifJVj,

ifJ being constant. Moreover, if M2m is complete and dim M2m>2, then M2m
is isometric with an even-dimensional sphere.

Let Mn be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods {V: ya} and with metric tensor geb, where here
and in the sequel, the indices a, b, c, ... run over the range {I, 2, ..., n}. We
assume that Mn is isometrically immersed in M2m by the immersion i : Mn-+
M2m and identify i(Mn) with Mn itself. We represent the immersion i locally by x"=x"(ya) and put Bbb.=ObX", ob=oloyb, which are linearly independent vectors of M2m tangent to Mn. Since the immersion i is isometric,
we have
(1. 3)

We denote by Cl 2m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to Mt!, where
here and in the sequel, the indices x, y, z, ... run over the range {n+ 1, n+2,
..', 2m}. Then the equations of Gauss are written as
(1. 4)

V eBb" = hebxCxb.,
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fT e being the operator of van der Waerden-Bortollotti covariant differentiation
along Mn and hebx are second fundamental tensors of Mn with respect to the
normals Cxh, and those of Weingarten as

(1. 5)
where h:x = hebxgba = h:bgz;x>
(gba) = (gba) -1 and gzx denoting the metric
tensor of the normal bundle.
If the transform by f of any vector tangent to Mn is always tangent to
Mn, that is, if there exists a tensor field fba of type (1, 1) such that
(1.6)

fihBbi=/baBah_/bxCzh,

we say that Mn is generic in M2m.
For the transform by f/' of normal vectors
form
(1.7)

where fi

flC/

C/,

we have equations of the

fyaBa h

fbxgbagyx> which can also be' written as fya= -fay. We put

l

uk=uaBi+UXCxh,

(1.8)

vh=vaB/'+rrCxh,

ua

and va~being vector fields of Mn,

UX

and

rr

being functions of Mn.

From (1.1), (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8), we find
(1. 9)

f{fea-fb:£fx a= -ob4+UbU4+VbVa,

(1. 10)

fbafa z = -Ubux-vbrr,

(1.11)

fya.faz=oyX-UyUX-VyVX,

(1. 12)

ubjba+ uXf:£a= - ;(va, vhfba

+v xfx a=).,u4,

(1.13)

uafax=A.rr, vafax=-).,w,

(1. 14)

uaua+uxu x =l- ;(2, v av«+v xrr=1-;(2,

(1.15)

UaVa+UxVX=O.

We also have from (1.6), fjiBiBbi fe 4gb4' Thus, putting feagba feb' we
see that feb is skew-symmetric.
Differentiating (1. 6) and (1. 7) covariantly along Mn, and using (1. 2),
(1. 4) and (1. 5), we find
(1.16)

(1.17)

f1cf"a=geb(t/>U a -v«) -Oea(t/>Ub-Vb) -kebxf:xa-hex4/bX,
f1cfb x fb4heaX-geb(t/>w-rr),

12

(1.18)
(1. 19)
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P'cfya= -Oca(if>uy-vy) -hc/iba,
f/h caz = hc/faz.

On the other hand, differentiating uk , v k covariantly along Mn and using
(1. 2), (1. 6) and (1. 4), we get
(1. 20)

p'cua=uzhc",a-Aoca-ifJf/,

(1. 21)

P'cu"'= -Uahcaz+ifJfc"',

(1. 22)
(1. 23)

p'cva=v"'hc::ca-ifJAOca+fca,
P'cv"'= -vahcaz-fcz ,

(1.24)

P'cA=uc+ifJvc.

§ 2. Infinitesimal variations of generic submanifolds
We consider an infinitesimal variation of generic submanifold Mn of a manifold M2m with normal Cf, g, u, v, A) -structure given by
(2.1)

xk=x"(y) +~h(y)c,

where ~h(y) is a vector field of
tesimal. We then have

M2m

defined along

Mn and c is an infini-

(2.2)
where Ebh=O,;ck are n linearly independent vectors tangent to the varied submanifold. We displace Ebh parallelly from the varied point (x h) to the original point (x"). We then obtain the vectors
Bbk=Ebk+ Fjih (x+';c)~jBbic

at the point (x") , or
(2.3)
neglecting the terms of order higher than one with respect to c, where
(2.4)

V b~k=Obt;k+ FjlBbj~i.

In the sequel we always neglect terms of order higher than one with respect to c. Thus, putting
(2.5)
we have from (2. 3)
(2.6)

Putting
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(2.7)
we have
(2.8)
Now we denote by Eyh 2m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to the
varied submanifold and Cch the vectors obtained from C/ by parallel displacement of Eyh from the point (x h) to (x h). Then we have
C}=E/+riih(x+~c)~jE/c.

(2. 9)

We put
(2. 10)

(5C/=Cyh_C/

and assume that 0 C/ is of the form
(2.11)

(5C/=1J/c= (1J/Bi+1J/xC xh)c.

Then, from (2. 6), (2. 10) and (2. 11), we have
E y h=Cy h-r··h~ic
J'
Y i c + (1JY aBa h+1J.xC
Y
x h)c•

(2 .12)

A pplying the operator

(5

to BbiC/gji=O and using (2.7), (2.8), (2.11) and

(5 gj;=O, we find

(2.13)
where ~y=~%g%y and 1Jyb = 1J/gcb, or
(2.14)

1J/= - (Vae:y+hbya~b),

v

a being defined to be Va=gacV c' Applying the operator (5 to C/C xigji =(5yX
and using (2. 11) and (5 gji=O, we find

(2.15)
where 1Jyx=1J/g",x'
Suppose that an infinitesimal variation given by (2.1) carries a submanifold into another submanifold and the tangent space of the original submanifold at a point and that of the varied suhmanifold at the corresponding
point are parallel. Then we say that such a variation is parallel ([7]).
We assume that the infinitesimal variation (2.1) carries a generic submanifold into a generic submanifold, that is,
(2.16)
Using the first equation (1. 2), (1. 6) and (2.12), we see that
fih (x+~c) E/= (fih+~j'iJjfihc)(C/- rj/~jc/c+[1JyaB,/+1JyXCxi]c)
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fi hC:/ - Fj/t;jC/fihe+7J/fihBaie+7J/'fihCxie+t;j (Ojfi h) C:/e,

which and (2. 12) imply
(2.17)

fih(x+t;e)Cyi
f ya+ [(7Jifba+7Jyxfx a) Bah_7J/faxCxh-f / (Oat;h)
-Fjkht;jfyaBak+l;y(t/Juh_vh) _t;h(t/Juy-vy)]e,

or, using (1. 6), (1. 7), (1. 8), (2. 7) and (2. 8),
(2.18)

fih(x+t;e)C/

f/B}
+ [7J yxfxa_fba ([7bt;y+ heit;e) - f/ (Vbt;a- hbxat;x)
+t;y (ljJua-va) _t;a (t/Juy-v y) ]Bahe
+ [fa x ([7at;y + he/t;e) - f/ (l7bt;x + hbaxt;a)
+';y(ifJux-VX) -,;x(9 uy-·l:Jy)JC,xhe.

Thus, we can see that (2. 16) is equivalent to
(2. 19)

I;y (IjJr -VX) -t;,x (ifJuy -vy)
f/([7al;x+ hbaxt;b) _fbx([7bl;y+ ha/t;a).

An infinitesimal variation given by (2. 1) is called a generic-preserving
variation if it carries a generic submanifold into a generic submanifold. Thus,
we have
THEOREM 2. 1. In order for an infinitesimal variation of a manifold with
normal (f, g, u, v, Jl) -structure to be a generic-preserving, it is necessary and
sufficient that the variation (2. 1) satisfies (2. 19).
In order for an infinitesimal variation of an even-dimensional sphere to be a generic-preserving, it is necessary and sufficient that the
variation (2. 1) satisfies
CoROLLARY 2. 2.

(2.20)
THEOREM 2. 3. If an infinitesimal variation of the submanifold of the manifold M2m with normal Cf, g, u, v, A)-structure is normal and' uh, vb are tangent to the submanifold Mn. Then the variation is a generic-preserving.
COLOLLARY 2. 4. If an infinitesimal variation of the submanifold of an
even-fBimensional sphere S2m is parallel and vb is tangent to the submanifoldo
Mn. Then the variation is a generic-preserving.
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§ 3. The variation of structure
Suppose that an infinitesimal variation
variation. Then putting
(3. 1)

xk=xk+~ke

is a generic-preserving

fik(x+~e) B,}= (fba+Ofba)B}- (fbz+ofbz)C:/',

we have from (1. 6), (1.7), (2.6) and (2.7)
(3. 2)

o/ba=[fea(Vb~e-kb:/~) -ibe(vla-heza~z)

+ fba(pb~z+hbcz~c) +~b (r!>u"-11")

fbz(f7a~x+hexa~e)

+ ~ (r/>Ub-Vb) Je

and
(3. 3)

Ofbx=[fTl1jyX-fax(f7b~a-hbya~y)- fba(Va~z+haezee)

+~b(t/JW-VZ)-~x(r/>Ub-vb)Je.

If a generic-preserving variation preserves fba and bbz, then we say that
it is f-preserving.
PRoPOsmON 3. 1. A generic-preserving variation is f-preserving if and only
if the brackets of (3.2) and(3.3) vanish.

Now applying the operator 0 to (1. 3) and using (2. 6), (2. 8) and 0 gji=
0, wefind ([7J)
(3.4)

Ogcb= (f7ib+t7 ~c-2hcb~z)e,

from which,
(3.5)

Assume that an infinitesimal variation
Hence, we have
(3.6)

j

xk=xk+~ke

is generic-preserving.

.kC- i - j aB- k
'y
y
a'

From (2. 18), we obtain
(3.7)

Of/=[fx"1JyZ-foa(t7b~y+ke/~e)-f/(t7b~a-hbxa~x)
+~y (r/>ua -11") _~a (r/>u y -vy) ]e.

PROPOSITION 3. 2. Suppose that an infinitesimal variation is a generic-preserving. Then the variation of f y a is given by (3. 7).

Now we get a vector field jk which is defined intrinsically along the deformed submanifold. If we deplace ;;,k back parallelly from the point (xli) to
(xli), we obtain
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u"=i/t + rji" (x+~e)~jiii,
and hence forming
we find
(3.8)

Further we have, from (1. 8) and (3. 8),

o(uaBa"+rCx ") =~"Cihu")e+rji"~juie,

(3.9)

which and (2. 6), (2. 7) and (2. 12) imply
(3.10)

oua= -[ub(f7bett-hbxtt~z)

-uY(P'aey+kby~b)

+ A£tt+if>f.bfbtt+if>f.xfxttJe
and
(3.11)

oux = _[ub(P'b~+kb./ea) +UY1)."x+A~z+~bbb·:l]e.

From which, using (3.4),
(3.12)

OUb= -[we -P'l;e+kbe);:~)-uY(P'~y+keby~e)

+ A~b+if>f.efeb+~xfxbJe.
and
(3.13)

OUy= -[ub(J7b~y+hbeyee) +r1)xy+A~,..+~bfbyJe.

Thus we have
PROPOSITION 3.3. Under an infinitesimal variation (2.1) of the suhmanifold, the variations of ua, u:I:, Ub and u y are given by (3.10), (3.11), (3.12)
and (3. 13) respectively.

Similarly we get a vector field
point (x") to (x"), we have

v"

which is defined intrinsically from the

v"=ii"+ rji"(x+~e)~jfie
and hence forming
(3.14)
we find
(3.15)
We have, from (1. 8) and (3. 15),
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O(1flBak+V'Cl) =~k(okvk)e+rj/'Tie,
which and (1. 2), (2. 6) and (2. 16) imply

(3.16)

o1fl= _[Vb (17 ,fia-hbza~z)

(3.17)

-vY(l7a~y+hb:/~b)

+ rPJ.~a -~bfba -~Yf/Je

and
oV'= -[vh(l7b~+hbaz~a)+vY7)yz+~~bz+/ftJ.~zJe.

(3.18)

From which, using (3. 4), we obtain
oVb=[ve(l7h~e-kbe~z) -vY(f7b~,+heby~e)

(3. 19)

. +/ftJ.~b,-~efeb-~Yf,bJe

and
(3.20)

oVy= -[vb(l7b~y+hba,~a) +V'7).xY+~~by+/ftA~yJe.

Thus, we' have
PROPOSITION 3.4. Under an infinitesimal variation (2.1) of the submanifold.
the variation of 1fl, V', Vb and Vy are given by (3.17), (3.18), (3.19) and
(3. 20) respectively.

Finally, to obtain the variation of A, applying the operator 0 to uaua+wuz
=1-,,<2 and using (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain
OA=[(Ua+/ftva)~a+(uz+/ftvz)Jc.

(3. 21)

Thus we have
PROPOSITION 3.5. Under an infinitesimal variation (2.1) of the submanifold, the variation of it is given by (3. 21).

§ 4. Infinitesimal generic variation preserving f ha
,

,

In this section we only consider that an infinitesimal generic variation
(2.1) satisfying (2.20) of a suhmanifold M" of an even-dimensional sphere
S2m. Moreover we suppose that this variation is normal and preserving fba.
Then we have from (3. 2)
(4.1)

from which
(4.2)

and
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(4.3)
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(hc.:rfb·+hb.xfc·)t;x=O.

If the vectors uk and vi' are tangent to the submanifold,

then we have

from (1.10), (1.11) and (1.13)
(4. 4)

f/fba=O,

(4.5)

f:/fax=OyX,

and
(4.6)

uafax=O, Z;:fax=O,

respectively. Transvecting (4.2) with U C and fb:r., we have
(4. 7)

uaf'at;x=O or vCf'ct;x=O.

Transvecting (4. 2) with fac and f:r. b, we have
(4. 8)'

fbafacf'ct;x=O.

Substituting (1. 9) and (4.7) into (4.8),
have

we obtain f'ct;:r=O.

Hence we

THEOREM 4. 1. Suppose that an infinitesimal variation of the submanifold
Mn of an even-dimensional sphere 8 2m preserving fba and is normal. If the
vectors uk and v k are tangent to Mn, then the variation is parallel.

We suppose that t;x are (2m-n) linearly independent normal vectors. Then
we obtain from (4. 3)
(4.9)
When the submanifold Mn is a hypersurface of 8 2m , then (1. 9)",-,(1. 15)
become to so-called (f, g, ua" a(kl)-structure ([4J). In this case the following theorem is well-known ([4J).
THEOREM B.
Let M2m-1 be a hypersurface with the induced normal
(f, g, ua" a<kl)-structure of a sphere j2m. If ..F + (U1*) 2+ (V1*) 2:t1 (a. e. )
and A:tv (a. e.), then M2m-l is product of two spheres, where U1*=U x =U""
Vl*=v:r=vz-

From Theorem B. and (4.9), we have
THEOREM 4.5. Let M2m-1 be a complete hypersurface of an even-dimensional
sphere S2m and an infinitesimal variation preserves fba and is normal. If

do not vanish almost everywhere, then '{lie have M2m-l=SrXS2m-l-r,
where Sr is r-dimensional sphere.

!
J
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